
Marks Found on Old Scottish Pewter
This article very briefly sets out some of the marks more commonly 
found on Scottish Pewter and is intended only as a brief introductory 
guide to marks and styles on which these marks might be found.

There are many more makers and marks than these. These are simply 
some of those one collector came across in the early years of his 
collecting and some taken from reading that is no longer in copyright.

There is further information in the Reading section of the website and in 
the Regional  section, where some of the same marks are repeated.

The website hopes later to replace this article with another by an 
authority on Scottish Pewter with many years of research and collecting 
experience.

Meanwhile –

If you wish to use your search facility in MS Word then the following 
names are those featured herein –

Ramage – Edinburgh Galbraith – Glasgow Glasgow official Marks

Moyes – Edinburgh Scouler - Glasgow Edinburgh official 
Marks

William Scott -
Edinburgh

Wardrop - Glasgow Bottle Measure Marks

Kinniburgh –
Edinburgh
Or Kiniburgh

Turner - Glasgow Glasgow & Edinburgh 
commonly found lid 
styles

White - Edinburgh Hood  - Paisley

There are many other names of makers and marks not featured here. 

Some of the other names that might be found are – Durie, Bain, Gourlay, Reid,
Gardiner, Reid , Ballantyne, Inglis , Simpson, Brown, from Edinburgh alone. Pewter 
work took place in other Scottish towns and cities outside of Edinburgh and Glasgow 
especially Aberdeen.

....................................................................................................................................



Adam Ramage of Edinburgh working 1812 to 1850 (2nd generation)

Notice the very distinctive shape of the Edinburgh lid on the measure pictured above.

Robert Galbraith of Glasgow working 1828 to 1873 (on King 
Street in 1872)



James Moyes working 1841 – 1891 mostly at West Bow and 
Grassmarket Edinburgh

See more detailed article on this website under - Makers and Marks section

The two to the right are the same but simply cleaned and applied differently



William Scott of Edinburgh member of a family line of at least 
four pewterers and partner in two known firms. Worked 1794-1826 mostly in 
The Grassmarket and West Bow areas of Edinburgh. – referred to as William Scott 
(lll)

William Scott (IV) working in Edinburgh from 1830 -1849



Robert Kinniburgh of Edinburgh- working 1794 -1831 in the West 
Bow area of Edinburgh (Father followed by son of this same name)

To the right above George IV mark for Edinburgh and William Childs Dean of Guild 
mark for 1829-1831

A Scottish Church set. The plate is Kinniburgh, the laver most likely and the 
communion cup is unmarked.

Robert Kinniburgh & Son said to be a partnership between Robert and 
Sherriff Kinniburgh working 1813 – 1826 in the West Bow Edinburgh



Robert White of Edinburgh working 1804 -1854 (was 
apprenticed to a James Wright and traded in 1854 as Whyte & 
Son)



An Edinburgh maker – this lid needs to be compared with the more traditional 
Edinburgh convex lid, the Edinburgh flat lid, and the traditional Glasgow lid to enable 
the collector at a glance to have an idea as to where a piece might have been made.

The George IV (G Crown R) mark for Edinburgh next to

RW over DG – the Dean of Guild initials for -

1825 – 1827 of Robert Wright. So marked to signify a standard of the day was 
deemed to have been met.

The DG is consistent the top two initials change as did the Master of the Guild

David Scouler of Glasgow working 1812 - 1850



J & H Wardrop of Glasgow working 1800 – 1840

(a double dome is more unusual)

A pint measure – 4 Gils mark – and the medallion to the top



Robert Turner of Glasgow – an apprentice in 1792

John Hood of Paisley working (well advertising at least) from 
1840 to 1848

Interesting spout - the same as made by Galbraith of Glasgow



VARIOUS OTHER OFFICIAL LOOKING MARKS

Showing typical Glasgow Marks – the year mark for 1863 – and the 
Tree symbol for Glasgow – and a slightly clearer set of the same 
but for 1853

Bottle Measure – a measure made by James Moyes of Edinburgh (only ones 
seen by this collector) the measure was in use for about 8 years from 1870

VR Edinburgh 1874 mark and the only other size known of by this collector as a 
bottle measure



Glasgow Style of Lidded measure mostly un marked other than the medallion on the 
lid top.

A slightly more scarce measure known as a Four Glass (Glasgow) followed by an 
illustration showing some of the other medallions on lid tops that can be found, 
mostly from Glasgow measures though the Pint to the right on what resembles an 
Edinburgh lid is a Dundee Pint.



A book still very interesting today although written over a hundred years ago is

SCOTTISH PEWTER-WARE AND PEWTERERS

By L Ingleby Wood

Here follow two extracts regarding Scottish Pewter Marks –



Sizes might be slightly different to as stated in the last line on the above scanned 
page..


